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Abstract. The AGM theory is the dominating paradigm in the field of belief 

change but makes some non-elementary assumptions which disallow its 

application to certain logics. In this paper, we recast the theory by dropping most 

such assumptions; we determine necessary and sufficient conditions for a logic to 

support operators which are compatible with our generalized version of the theory 

and show that our approach is applicable to a broader class of logics than the one 

considered by AGM. Moreover, we present a new representation theorem for 

operators satisfying the AGM postulates and investigate why the AGM postulates 

are incompatible with the foundational model. Finally, we propose a weakening of 

the recovery postulate which has several intuitively appealing properties. 
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Introduction 

The problem of belief change deals with the modification of an agent’s beliefs in the 
face of new, possibly contradictory, information [1]. Being able to dynamically change 
the stored data is very important in any knowledge representation system: mistakes 
may have occurred during the input; some new information may have become 
available; or the world represented by the Knowledge Base (KB) may have changed. In 
all such cases, the agent’s beliefs should change to reflect this fact. 

The most influential work on the field of belief change was developed by 
Alchourron, Gärdenfors and Makinson (AGM for short) in [2]. Instead of trying to find 
a specific algorithm (operator) for dealing with the problem of belief change, AGM 
chose to investigate the properties that such an operator should have in order to be 
intuitively appealing. The result was a set of postulates (the AGM postulates) that any 
belief change operator should satisfy. This work had a major influence on most 
subsequent works on belief change, being the dominating paradigm in the area ever 
since and leading to a series of works, by several authors, studying the postulates’ 
effects, providing equivalent formulations, criticizing, commenting or praising the 
theory etc; a list of relevant works, which is far from being exhaustive, includes [1], 
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. 

The intuition upon which the AGM postulates were based is independent of the 
peculiarities of the underlying logic. This fact, along with the (almost) universal 
acceptance of the AGM postulates in the belief change community as the defining 
paradigm for belief change operators, motivate us to apply them in any type of logic. 
Unfortunately, this is not possible because the AGM theory itself was based on certain 
assumptions regarding the underlying logic, such as the admittance of standard boolean 



operators (, , , etc), classical tautological implication, compactness and others. 
These assumptions are satisfied by many interesting logics, such as Propositional Logic 
(PL), First-Order Logic, Higher-Order Logics, modal logics etc [10]; in the following, 
we will refer to such logics using the term classical logics. 

On the other hand, there are several interesting logics, which do not satisfy these 
assumptions, such as various logics used in Logic Programming ([11]), equational logic 
([12]), Description Logics ([13]) and others (see [14], [15]). Thus, the AGM postulates 
(as well as most of the belief change literature) are not applicable to such (non-
classical) logics. As a result, we now have a very good understanding of the change 
process in classical logics, but little can be said for this process in non-classical ones, 
leading to problems in related fields (such as ontology evolution [16], [15]). 

This paper is an initial attempt to overcome this problem by generalizing the most 
influential belief change theory, the AGM theory. We drop most AGM assumptions 
and develop a version of the theory that is applicable to many interesting logics. We 
determine the necessary and sufficient conditions required for an operator that satisfies 
the AGM postulates to exist in a given logic and develop a new representation theorem 
for such operators. The results of our research can be further applied to shed light on 
our inability to develop contraction operators for belief bases that satisfy the AGM 
postulates [4], [7]. Finally, we present a possible weakening of the theory with several 
appealing properties. Only informal sketches of proofs will be presented; detailed 
proofs and further results can be found in the full version of this paper ([14], [15]). 

1. Tarski’s Framework 

When dealing with logics we often use Tarski’s framework (see [4]), which postulates 
the existence of a set of expressions (the language, denoted by L) and an implication 
operator (function) that allows us to conclude facts from other facts (the consequence 
operator, denoted by Cn). Under this framework, a logic is actually a pair <L,Cn> and 
any subset XL is a belief of this logic. The implications Cn(X) of a belief X are 
determined by the consequence operator, which is constrained to satisfy three 
rationality axioms, namely iteration  (Cn(Cn(X))=Cn(X)), inclusion (XCn(X)) and 
monotony (XY implies Cn(X)Cn(Y)). For X, YL, we will say that X implies Y 
(denoted by X⊦Y) iff YCn(X).  

This general framework engulfs all monotonic logics and will be our only 
assumption for the underlying logic throughout this paper, unless otherwise mentioned. 
Thus, our framework is applicable to all monotonic logics. On the other hand, the 
AGM theory additionally assumes that the language of the underlying logic is closed 
under the standard propositional operators (, , , etc) and that the Cn operator of the 
logic includes classical tautological implication, is compact and satisfies the rule of 
Introduction of Disjunctions in the Premises. 

2. The AGM Theory and the Generalized Basic AGM Postulates for Contraction 

In their attempt to formalize the field of belief change, AGM defined three different 
types of belief change (operators), namely expansion, revision and contraction [2]. 
Expansion is the trivial addition of a sentence to a KB, without taking any special 
provisions for maintaining consistency; revision is similar, with the important 
difference that the result should be a consistent set of beliefs; contraction is required 
when one wishes to consistently remove a sentence from their beliefs instead of adding 



one. AGM introduced a set of postulates for revision and contraction that formally 
describe the properties that such an operator should satisfy. This paper focuses on 
contraction, which is the most important operation for theoretical purposes [1], but 
some ideas on expansion and revision will be presented as well.  

Under the AGM approach, a KB is a set of propositions K closed under logical 
consequence (K=Cn(K)), also called a theory. Any expression xL can be contracted 
from the KB. The operation of contraction can thus be formalized as a function 
mapping the pair (K, x) to a new KB K (denoted by K=Kx). Similarly, expansion is 
denoted by K+x and revision is denoted by K∔x.  

Of course, not all functions can be used for contraction. Firstly, the new KB (Kx) 
should be a theory itself (see (K1) in table 1). As already stated, contraction is an 
operation that is used to remove knowledge from a KB; thus the result should not 
contain any new, previously unknown, information (K2). Moreover, contraction is 
supposed to return a new KB such that the expression x is no longer believed; hence x 
should not be among the consequences of Kx (K4). Finally, the result should be 
syntax-independent (K5) and should remove as little information from the KB as 
possible (K3), (K6), in accordance with the Principle of Minimal Change. These 
intuitions were formalized in a set of six postulates, the basic AGM postulates for 
contraction, which can be found in table 1 (see also [2]). Reformulating these 
postulates to be applicable in our more general context is relatively easy; the 
generalized version of each postulate can be found in the rightmost column of table 1.  

Notice that no assumptions (apart from the logic being expressible as an <L,Cn> 
pair) are made in the generalized set. In addition, the restriction on the contracted belief 
being a single expression was dropped; in our context, the contracted belief can be any 
set of propositions, which is read conjunctively. This is a crucial generalization, as, in 
our context (unlike the classical one), the conjunction of a set of propositions cannot be 
always expressed using a single one (see also [15]). The fact that X is read 
conjunctively underlies the formulation of the vacuity and success postulates and 
implies that we are dealing with choice contraction in the terminology of [17]. 
Moreover, the KB was allowed to be any set (not necessarily a theory). This is a purely 
technical relaxation done for aesthetic reasons related to the symmetry of the 
contraction operands. The full logical closure of K is considered when determining the 
contraction result, so this relaxation should not be confused with foundational 
approaches using belief bases ([18], [19]). It is trivial to verify that, in the presence of 
the AGM assumptions, each of the original AGM postulates is equivalent to its 
generalized counterpart. In the following, any reference to the AGM postulates will 
refer to their generalized version, unless stated otherwise. 

Table 1. Original and Generalized AGM Postulates 

AGM Postulate Original Version Generalized Version 

(K1) Closure Kx is a theory KX=Cn(KX) 

(K2) Inclusion KxK KXCn(K) 

(K3) Vacuity If xCn(K), then Kx=K If X⊈Cn(K), then KX=Cn(K) 

(K4) Success If xCn(), then xCn(Kx) If X⊈Cn(), then X⊈Cn(KX) 

(K5) Preservation If Cn({x})=Cn({y}), then Kx=Ky If Cn(X)=Cn(Y), then KX=KY 

(K6) Recovery KCn((Kx){x}) KCn((KX)X) 



3. Decomposability and AGM-compliance 

One of the fundamental results related to the original AGM postulates was that all 
classical logics admit several contraction operators that satisfy them [2]. Unfortunately, 
it turns out that this is not true for non-classical logics (and the generalized postulates). 
Take for example L={x,y}, Cn()=, Cn({x})={x}, Cn({y})=Cn({x,y})={x,y}. It can 
be easily shown that <L,Cn> is a logic. Notice that, in this logic, all theories (except 
Cn()) contain x. So, if we attempt to contract {x} from {x,y} the result can be no 
other than , or else the postulate of success would be violated. But then, the recovery 
postulate is not satisfied, as can be easily verified. Thus, no contraction operator can 
handle the contraction {x,y}{x} in a way that satisfies all six AGM postulates. As the 
following theorem shows, it is the recovery postulate that causes this problem: 
Theorem 1. In every logic there exists a contraction operator satisfying (K1)-(K5). 
 

Once the recovery postulate is added to our list of desirable postulates, theorem 1 
fails, as shown by our counter-example. One of the major questions addressed in this 
paper is the identification of the distinctive property that does not allow the definition 
of a contraction operator that satisfies the AGM postulates in some logics. The answer 
to this question can be found by examining the situation a bit closer. Consider two 
beliefs K, XL and the contraction operation Z=KX, which, supposedly, satisfies the 
AGM postulates. Let’s first consider some trivial, limit cases: 

 If Cn(X)=Cn(), then the recovery and closure postulates leave us little 
choice but to set Z=Cn(K). 

 If Cn(X)⊈Cn(K), then the vacuity postulate forces us to set Z=Cn(K). 
These remarks guarantee that a proper Z can be found in both these cases, regardless of 
the logic at hand. The only case left unconsidered is the principal one, i.e., when 
Cn()⊂Cn(X)Cn(K). In this case, the postulates imply two main restrictions: 

1. The result (Z) should be implied by K (inclusion postulate); however, Z 
cannot imply K, due to (K4) and our hypothesis; thus: Cn(Z)⊂Cn(K). 

2. The union of X and Z should imply K (recovery postulate); however, our 
hypothesis and (K2) imply that both X and Z are implied by K, so their union 
is implied by K as well. Thus: Cn(XZ)=Cn(K). 

It turns out that the existence of a set Z satisfying these two restrictions for each (K,X) 
pair with the aforementioned properties is a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of an operator satisfying the generalized (basic) AGM postulates for 
contraction in a given logic. To show this fact formally, we will need some definitions: 
Definition 1. Consider a logic <L,Cn> and two beliefs K, XL. We define the set of 
complement beliefs of X with respect to K, denoted by X


(K) as follows: 

 If Cn()⊂Cn(X)Cn(K), then X

(K)={ZL | Cn(Z)⊂Cn(K) and 

Cn(XZ)=Cn(K)} 
 In any other case, X


(K)={ZL | Cn(Z)=Cn(K)} 

 

Definition 2. Consider a logic <L,Cn> and a set KL: 
 The logic <L,Cn> is called AGM-compliant with respect to the basic 

postulates for contraction (or simply AGM-compliant) iff there exists an 
operator that satisfies the basic AGM postulates for contraction (K1)-(K6) 

 The set K is called decomposable iff X

(K) for all XL 

 The logic <L,Cn> is called decomposable iff all KL are decomposable 
 

As already mentioned, the two notions of definition 2 actually coincide: 
Theorem 2. A logic <L,Cn> is AGM-compliant iff it is decomposable. 



 

Theorem 2 provides a necessary and sufficient condition to determine whether any 
given logic admits a contraction operator that satisfies the AGM postulates. The 
following result shows that the set of complement beliefs (X


(K)) of a pair of beliefs K, 

X contains exactly the acceptable (per AGM) results of KX, modulo Cn: 
Theorem 3. Consider a decomposable logic <L,Cn> and an operator ‘’. Then ‘’ 
satisfies the basic AGM postulates for contraction iff for all K, XL, there is some 
ZX


(K) such that Cn(Z)=KX. 

 

Theorem 3 provides yet another representation theorem for the AGM postulates for 
contraction, equivalent to partial meet functions [2], safe contraction [3], systems of 
spheres [6], epistemic entrenchment [8] etc. However, our representation theorem is 
unique in the sense that it is applicable to all monotonic logics, unlike the other results 
whose formulation assumes that the underlying logic satisfies the AGM assumptions. 

As already mentioned, all classical logics admit several operators satisfying the 
original AGM postulates. This should also be true for the generalized postulates, so, we 
would expect all classical logics to be AGM-compliant. This is indeed true: 
Theorem 4. All logics satisfying the AGM assumptions are AGM-compliant. 

4. More Characterizations of AGM-compliance: Cuts and Max-cuts 

Apart from theorem 2, an alternative (and equivalent) method for determining the 
AGM-compliance of a given logic can be devised, based on the notion of a cut. A cut is 
a family of subsets of Cn(K) with the property that every other subset of Cn(K) either 
implies or is implied by one of them. Such a family actually “cuts” the beliefs implied 
by K in two (thus the name). Cuts are related to AGM-compliance, so they have a 
special place in our theory. Formally, we define a cut as follows: 
Definition 3. Consider a logic <L,Cn>, a set KL and a family ℘ of beliefs such that: 

 For all Y℘, Cn(Y)⊂Cn(K) 
 For all ZL such that Cn(Z)⊂Cn(K), there is a Y℘ such that Cn(Y)Cn(Z) 

or Cn(Z)Cn(Y) 
Then ℘ is called a cut of K. 
 

Now, consider a set KL, a cut ℘ of K and a non-tautological set X that is implied 
by all the sets in the cut ℘. Take Z=KX. Since ℘ is a cut and Cn(Z)⊂Cn(K) by (K2) 
and (K4), Z will either imply or be implied by a set in ℘. If it implies a set in ℘, then 
it also implies X, so the operation Z=KX does not satisfy success. If it is implied by a 
set in ℘ (say Y℘), then both X and Z are implied by Y, so it is necessarily the case 
that Cn(XZ)Cn(Y)⊂Cn(K), so recovery is not satisfied. Once we deal with some 
technicalities and limit cases, it turns out that this idea forms the basis for another 
equivalent characterization of AGM-compliant logics: 
Theorem 5. Consider a logic <L,Cn> and a belief KL. Then: 

 K is decomposable iff Cn(Y℘Cn(Y))=Cn() for every cut ℘ of K 
 The logic <L,Cn> is AGM-compliant iff for every KL and every cut ℘ of K 

it holds that Cn(Y℘Cn(Y))=Cn(). 
 

Cuts enjoy an interesting monotonic behavior; informally, the “larger” the beliefs 
that are contained in a cut the more likely it is to have a non-tautological intersection. 
This motivates us to consider the family of all maximal (proper) subsets of Cn(K), 
which is a special type of a cut, containing the strongest (largest) beliefs possible: 



Definition 4. Consider a logic <L,Cn>, a set KL and a family ℘ of beliefs such that: 
 For all Y℘, Cn(Y)⊂Cn(K) 
 For all ZL such that Cn(Z)⊂Cn(K), there is a Y℘ such that Cn(Z)Cn(Y) 
 For all Y℘, Y=Cn(Y) 
 For all Y, Y℘, Cn(Y)Cn(Y) implies Y=Y 

Then ℘ is called a max-cut of K. 
 

It is easy to verify that a max-cut is a cut that contains exactly the maximal proper 
subsets of K. There is no guarantee that every belief will have a max-cut, but, if it does, 
then it is unique. The importance of max-cuts stems from the fact that, if a max-cut ℘ 
of K exists and Cn(Y℘Cn(Y))=Cn(), then the same property will hold for all cuts of 
K as well (due to monotonicity). This fact allows us to determine the decomposability 
of a given belief with a single check, formally described in the following theorem: 
Theorem 6. Consider a logic <L,Cn> and a belief KL which has a max-cut ℘. Then 
K is decomposable iff Cn(Y℘Cn(Y))=Cn(). 

5. A Foundational AGM Theory 

Knowledge in a KB can be represented using either belief bases or belief sets [18]. 
Belief sets are closed under logical consequence, while belief bases can be arbitrary 
sets of expressions. Belief sets contain explicitly all the knowledge deducible from the 
KB (so they are often large and infinite sets), while belief bases are (usually) small and 
finite, because they contain only the beliefs that were explicitly acquired through an 
observation, rule, measurement, experiment etc [9]; the rest of our beliefs are simply 
deducible from such facts via the inference mechanism (Cn) of the underlying logic.  

The selected representation affects the belief change algorithms considered. In the 
belief set approach, all the information is stored explicitly, so there is no distinction 
between implicit and explicit knowledge. On the other hand, when changes are 
performed upon a belief base, we temporarily have to ignore the logical consequences 
of the base; in effect, there is a clear distinction between knowledge stored explicitly in 
the base (which can be changed directly) and knowledge stored implicitly (which 
cannot be changed, but is indirectly affected by the changes in the explicit knowledge). 
Thus, in the belief base approach, our options for the change are limited to the base 
itself, so the changes are (in general) more coarse-grained. On the other hand, belief 
sets are (usually) infinite structures, so, in practice, only a small subset of a belief set is 
explicitly stored; however, in contrast to the belief base approach, the implicit part of 
our knowledge is assumed to be of equal value to the explicitly stored one. Some 
thoughts on the connection between the two approaches appear in [4], [18]. 

A related philosophical consideration studies how our knowledge should be 
represented. There are two viewpoints here: foundational theories and coherence 
theories [19]. Under the foundational viewpoint, each piece of our knowledge serves as 
a justification for other beliefs; this viewpoint is closer to the belief base approach. On 
the other hand, under the coherence model, no justification is required for our beliefs; a 
belief is justified by how well it fits with the rest of our beliefs, in forming a coherent 
and mutually supporting set; thus, every piece of knowledge helps directly or indirectly 
to support any other. Coherence theories match with the use of belief sets as a proper 
knowledge representation format. 

The AGM theory is based on the coherence model (using belief sets); however, 
some authors have argued that the foundational model is more appropriate for belief 
change [4], [9]. It can be shown that the foundational model is incompatible with the 



AGM postulates in classical logics, because there are no operators satisfying the 
foundational version of the AGM postulates in such logics [4]. However, this result 
leaves open the question of whether there are any (non-classical) logics which are 
compatible with a generalized version of the foundational AGM postulates. 

To address this question, we took a path similar to the one taken for the standard 
(coherence) case, by introducing a generalized foundational version of the AGM 
postulates (see table 2). This set of postulates can be derived either by generalizing the 
foundational postulates that appeared in [4], or by reformulating the postulates that 
appeared in table 1 so as to be applicable for the foundational case (the latter method is 
followed in table 2). Note that, in order to avoid confusion with the coherence model, a 
different notation was used in table 2 for the numbering of the foundational postulates. 
Notice that the main difference between the two sets of postulates is the fact that in 
belief set contraction the result should be a subset of the logical closure of the KB, 
while in belief base contraction the result should be a subset of the KB itself; moreover, 
the result of a contraction operation need not be a theory in the foundational case. 

These seemingly small differences have some severe effects on the operators 
considered. Take for example the operation {xy}{x} in PL. Due to the base 
inclusion and base success postulates it should be the case that {xy}{x}=; but this 
violates the base recovery postulate, as can be easily verified. Thus, there can be no 
AGM-compliant base contraction operator that can handle this case. This simple 
example can be easily adapted to show that no classical logic can admit an operation 
satisfying the foundational version of the AGM postulates [4]. 

But what is the property that allows a logic to admit an AGM-compliant 
contraction operator for belief bases? The answer is simpler than one would expect. As 
already mentioned, the only additional requirement that is posed by our transition to the 
foundational model is the fact that the result should now be a subset of the belief base 
(instead of its logical closure, i.e., the belief set). Thus, the ideas that were used in the 
coherence case could be applied here as well, with the additional requirement that the 
result is a subset of the base. More formally: 
Definition 5. Consider a logic <L,Cn> and a set KL: 

 The logic <L,Cn> is called AGM-compliant with respect to the basic 
postulates of belief base contraction (or simply base-AGM-compliant) iff 
there exists an operator that satisfies the basic foundational AGM postulates 

 The set K is called base-decomposable iff X

(K)P(K) for all XL 

 The logic <L,Cn> is called base-decomposable iff all KL are base-
decomposable 

Table 2. Generalized AGM Postulates (Coherence and Foundational Model) 

AGM Postulate 

(Foundational Model) 

Generalized Version  

(Coherence Model) 

Generalized Version 

(Foundational Model) 

(B1) Base Closure KX=Cn(KX) KXL 

(B2) Base Inclusion KXCn(K) KXK 

(B3) Base Vacuity If X⊈Cn(K), then KX=Cn(K) If X⊈Cn(K), then KX=K 

(B4) Base Success If X⊈Cn(), then X⊈Cn(KX) If X⊈Cn(), then X⊈Cn(KX) 

(B5) Base Preservation If Cn(X)=Cn(Y), then KX=KY If Cn(X)=Cn(Y), then KX=KY 

(B6) Base Recovery KCn((KX)X) KCn((KX)X) 



 

In definition 5, P(K) stands for the powerset of K, i.e., the family of all subsets of 
K (also denoted by 2

K
). Using this definition, we can show the counterparts of 

theorems 1, 2 and 3 for the foundational case: 
Theorem 7. In every logic there exists a contraction operator satisfying (B1)-(B5). 
 

Theorem 8. A logic <L,Cn> is base-AGM-compliant iff it is base-decomposable.  
 

Theorem 9. Consider a base-decomposable logic <L,Cn> and an operator ‘’. Then ‘’ 
satisfies the basic foundational AGM postulates for contraction iff for all K, XL, for 
which Cn(X)⊈Cn(K), it holds that KX=K and for all K, XL for which 
Cn(X)Cn(K) it holds that KXX


(K)P(K). 

 

As is obvious by theorems 7, 8 and 9, there is an exceptional symmetry between 
the foundational and coherence versions of both the postulates and the concepts and 
results related to the postulates. This symmetry is also extended to cuts: 
Definition 6. Consider a logic <L,Cn>, a set KL and a family ℘ of beliefs such that: 

 For all Y℘, Cn(Y)⊂Cn(K) 
 For all ZL such that Cn(Z)⊂Cn(K) and Z⊂K, there is a Y℘ such that 

Cn(Y)Cn(Z) or Cn(Z)Cn(Y) 
Then ℘ is called a base cut of K. 
 

Theorem 10. Consider a logic <L,Cn> and a belief KL. Then: 
 K is base-decomposable iff Cn(Y℘Cn(Y))=Cn() for every base cut ℘ of K 
 The logic <L,Cn> is base-AGM-compliant iff for every KL and every base 

cut ℘ of K it holds that Cn(Y℘Cn(Y))=Cn() 
 

At this point it would be anticipated (and desirable) that the counterpart of a max-
cut for the foundational case could be defined (i.e., base-max-cuts). Unfortunately, the 
different nature of the foundational case makes the definition of base-max-cuts 
problematic; for this reason, base-max-cuts are not studied in this paper.  

The theorems and definitions of this section show that base-AGM-compliance is a 
strictly stronger notion than AGM-compliance: 
Theorem 11. If a logic <L,Cn> is base-AGM-compliant, then it is AGM-compliant. 

6. Discussion 

The original AGM theory focused on a certain class of logics and determined the 
properties that a belief change operator should satisfy in order to behave rationally. Our 
approach could be considered as taking the opposite route: starting from the notion of 
rationality, as defined by the AGM postulates, we tried to determine the logics in which 
a rational (per AGM) contraction operator can be defined. Our results determine the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a logic to admit a rational contraction operator 
under both the coherence and the foundational model. The relation between the various 
classes of logics studied in this paper is shown in figure 1. 

In section 3, we showed the intuitively expected result that all classical logics are 
AGM-compliant. A related question is whether there are any non-classical logics which 
are AGM-compliant (or base-AGM-compliant). The answer is positive; take L={xi | 
iI} for any index set I with at least two indices and set Cn()=, Cn({xi})={xi} and 



Cn(X)=L for all X such that |X|2. It can be easily shown that this construct is a base-
AGM-compliant, non-classical logic (thus, it is AGM-compliant as well).  

The example just presented is artificial; in [15], [20], it is shown that there are 
well-known, interesting, non-classical logics, used in real world applications (such as 
certain Description Logics), which are AGM-compliant. In such logics, the original 
AGM theory is not applicable, but our generalized theory is. Unfortunately, for the 
foundational case the situation is not so nice: the following theorem (theorem 12) 
shows that we should not expect to find any interesting base-AGM-compliant logic, 
while its corollary (theorem 13) recasts the result of [4] in our terminology: 
Theorem 12. Consider a logic <L,Cn>. If there is a proposition xL and a set YL 
such that Cn()⊂Cn(Y)⊂Cn({x}), then the logic is not base-AGM-compliant. 
 

Theorem 13. No logic satisfying the AGM assumptions is base-AGM-compliant.  
 

Our results could be further exploited by studying the connection of AGM-
compliance with the concept of roots [14], [15] which is quite instructive on the 
intuition behind decomposability. Furthermore, an interesting connection of AGM-
compliance with lattice theory [21] can be shown; AGM-compliance is a property that 
can be totally determined by the structure of the (unique, modulo equivalence) lattice 
that represents the logic under question [14], [15]. This is an important result for two 
reasons; first, lattice theory provides a nice visualization of the concepts and results 
presented in this paper; second, the various results of lattice theory that have been 
developed over the years can be used directly in our framework. The latter property 
may allow the development of deeper results regarding AGM-compliant logics. 

As already mentioned, AGM dealt with two more operations, namely revision and 
expansion. Expansion can be trivially defined in the standard framework [2] using the 
equation: K+x=Cn(K{x}). This equation can be easily recast in our framework, by 
setting K+X=Cn(KX). For revision, however, things are not so straightforward. For 
reasons thoroughly explained in [15], the reformulation of the AGM postulates for 
revision in our more general context requires the definition of a negation-like operator 
applicable to all monotonic logics. The exact properties of such an operator are a 
subject of current investigation [22]. A related question is whether contraction and 
revision in this context are interdefinable in a manner similar to the one expressed via 
the Levi and Harper identities in the classical setting [1]. 
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Apart from the basic AGM postulates, AGM proposed two additional contraction 
postulates, the supplementary ones, for which a similar generalization can be done. 
Under certain conditions (satisfied by all finite logics), decomposability is a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the existence of a contraction operator satisfying both the 
basic and the supplementary postulates. However, it is an open problem whether this 
result extends to all logics; thus, the integration of the supplementary postulates in our 
framework is still incomplete. For more details on this issue see [15]. 

7. Towards a Universal AGM Theory 

As already mentioned, the AGM postulates express common intuition regarding the 
operation of contraction and were accepted by most researchers. The only postulate that 
has been seriously debated is the postulate of recovery (K6) and its foundational 
counterpart (B6). Some works [4] state that (K6) is counter-intuitive, while others 
[7], [8] state that it forces a contraction operator to remove too little information from 
the KB. However, it is generally acceptable that (K6) (and (B6)) cannot be dropped 
unless replaced by some other constraint that would somehow express the Principle of 
Minimal Change [1]. Theorems 1 and 7 show that the recovery (and base recovery) 
postulate is also the reason that certain logics are non-AGM-compliant (and non-base-
AGM-compliant). These facts motivate us to look for a replacement of this postulate 
(say (K6*) and (B6*)) that would properly capture the Principle of Minimal Change 
in addition to being as close as possible to the original (K6) and (B6). 

Let us first consider the coherence model. In order for such a postulate to be 
adequate for our purposes, it should satisfy the following important properties: 

1. Existence: In every logic <L,Cn> there should exist a contraction operator 
satisfying (K1)-(K5) and (K6*) 

2. AGM Rationality: In AGM-compliant logics, the class of operators satisfying 
(K1)-(K5) and (K6*) should coincide with the class of operators satisfying 
(K1)-(K6). 

It turns out that the following postulate comes very close to satisfying both goals: 

(K6*) If Cn((K−X)X)⊂Cn(YX) for some YCn(K), then 
Cn()⊂Cn(X)Cn(Y) 

The original recovery postulate guarantees that the contraction operator will 
remove as little information from K as possible, by requiring that the removed 
expressions are all “related” to X; thus, the union of (KX) with X is equivalent to K. 
Notice that, in the principal case of contraction (where Cn()⊂Cn(X)Cn(K)), this 
result is maximal, due to the inclusion postulate. The idea behind (K6*) is to keep the 
requirement that Cn((KX)X) should be maximal, while dropping the requirement 
that this “maximal” is necessarily equivalent to K. Indeed, according to (K6*), 
Cn((KX)X) is maximal, because, if there is any Y that gives a “larger” union with X 
than (KX), then this Y is necessarily a superset of X, so it cannot be considered as a 
result of (KX), due to the success postulate. 

Let’s first verify that the second property (AGM rationality) is satisfied by (K6*). 
Firstly, if postulate (K6) is satisfied, then there is no Y satisfying the “if part” of 
(K6*), so (K6*) is satisfied as well. For the opposite, if the logic is AGM-compliant, 
then, by theorem 3, for every pair K, XL such that Cn()⊂Cn(X)Cn(K) there is 
some set ZL such that ZX


(K). For this particular Z it holds that Cn(X)⊈Cn(Z) and 

Cn(ZX)=Cn(K), so Cn(ZX) is maximal among all ZCn(K). Therefore, (K6*) 



will not be satisfied unless Cn((KX)X)=Cn(K), i.e., (K6*) will be satisfied only for 
contraction operators for which (K6) is also satisfied. Once we deal with some 
technicalities and limit cases we can show the following: 
Theorem 14. Consider an AGM-compliant logic <L,Cn> and a contraction operator 
‘’. Then ‘’ satisfies (K1)-(K6) iff it satisfies (K1)-(K5) and (K6*). 
 

Unfortunately, the first of our desired properties, existence, cannot be guaranteed 
in general. However, finiteness, as well as decomposability, imply existence; this 
implication could have a “local” or a “global” character: 
Theorem 15. Consider a logic <L,Cn>. 

 There is a contraction operator (KX) which satisfies (K1)-(K5) and 
(K6*) whenever the belief set Cn(K) is decomposable or it contains a finite 
number of subsets, modulo logical equivalence 

 If the logic is decomposable, or it contains a finite number of beliefs, modulo 
logical equivalence, then there is a contraction operator satisfying (K1)-
(K5) and (K6*) 

 

As usual, similar results can be shown for the foundational case; the only change 
required is to restrict our search to all Y which are subsets of the belief base K, instead 
of its logical closure (Cn(K)). Moreover, notice that, in this case, the assumption of 
finiteness of the belief base is reasonable, so existence is (usually) achieved [22]: 

(B6*) If Cn((K−X)X)⊂Cn(YX) for some YK, then Cn()⊂Cn(X)Cn(Y) 

Theorem 16. Consider a base-AGM-compliant logic <L,Cn> and a contraction 
operator ‘’. Then ‘’ satisfies (B1)-(B6) iff it satisfies (B1)-(B5) and (B6*). 
 

Theorem 17. Consider a logic <L,Cn>.  
 There is a contraction operator (KX) which satisfies (B1)-(B5) and (B6*) 

whenever the belief base K is base-decomposable or it contains a finite 
number of subsets, modulo logical equivalence 

 If the logic is base-decomposable, or it contains a finite number of beliefs, 
modulo logical equivalence, then there is a contraction operator satisfying 
(B1)-(B5) and (B6*) 

8. Conclusion and Future Work 

We studied the application of the AGM theory in a general framework including all 
monotonic logics. We determined the limits of our generalization and showed that there 
are non-classical logics in which the AGM theory can be applied. We provided a new 
representation result for the AGM postulates, which has the advantage of being 
applicable to all monotonic logics, rather than just the classical ones, and studied the 
connection of the AGM theory with the foundational model. Finally, we proposed a 
weakening of the recovery postulate with several intuitively appealing properties. For 
more details refer to [14], [15]; for some applications of our work refer to [15], [20]. 

Future work includes the further refinement of (K6*), (B6*) so as to satisfy the 
existence property unconditionally, as well as the study of the operation of revision and 
the supplementary postulates. Finally, we plan to study the connection of other AGM-
related results to AGM-compliance. Our ultimate objective is the development of a 
complete “AGM-like” theory suitable for all logics, including non-classical ones. 
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